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Date Posted: September 30, 2019

JOB DESCRIPTION

The University of Dallas Constantin College and Braniff Graduate School of Liberal Arts invites applications for a full-time, tenure-track faculty position at the rank of Assistant Professor.

The Assistant Professor of Elementary / Middle School Education position includes instruction at the undergraduate and graduate level educator preparation courses and developing graduate level online coursework for alternative certification.

Research expectations include a commitment to excellence in scholarship with a relevant scholarly agenda. Service responsibilities include a dedication to serving public and private classical school teachers through the expansion of graduate level programming.

Start date is August, 2020, with a potential earlier start date in January, 2020.

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES

The University of Dallas is looking for new opportunities to serve the needs of undergraduate students and to expand our program at the graduate level to serve public and private classical school teachers. To advance these goals the Department of Education is searching for an outstanding educator with energy, leadership, and vision. The current open position is a full-time tenure-track appointment at the assistant professor level beginning in Fall, 2020, with a potential earlier start date in January, 2020. Immediate primary responsibilities include teaching undergraduate and graduate level educator preparation courses and developing online coursework for alternative certification.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENT

Ph.D. in curriculum and instruction or a related field and certification in interdisciplinary studies, EC-8. Candidates must demonstrate excellence in teaching, scholarship, and a commitment to service. The qualified candidate will have three years of U.S. teaching experience in classical education (EC-8) in an accredited school, experience teaching students with special needs and/or English language learners, documented facility with integrating technology into teaching and professional work, a relevant scholarly agenda, and strong communication and leadership skills. Finalists will successfully complete an on-campus interview process, teaching demonstration, and research presentation as evaluated by the search committee and department faculty.

PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS

The ideal candidate will be a multi-talented professional who can contribute to a university with a strong liberal arts core curriculum, develop and align course goals and objectives with national and state standards, and create and deliver courses in online, blended, and traditional settings at the
undergraduate and graduate levels. Special consideration will be reserved for those qualified candidates who have worked in classical education settings and/or are familiar with teacher training practices in classical education, are certified reading specialists or who have worked as literacy coaches, instructional specialists, online curriculum developers, or Catholic school educators.

APPLICATION

Applicants will submit a completed application packet including: a cover letter describing the applicant’s qualifications and experiences as related to this position, curriculum vitae, copies of all transcripts, two samples of publications or scholarly writing, and three current letters of recommendation. All applications should be submitted online at:

https://hr.udallas.edu/apply/

Inquiries regarding a posting can be made via fax, email or in person at:
Office of Human Resources
Cardinal Farrell Hall
1845 E. Northgate Dr.
Irving, TX 75062

Fax: (972) 721-4095
E-mail: hr@udallas.edu

WHO WE ARE

The University of Dallas is a Catholic university that seeks to educate the whole person, encouraging its students to pursue wisdom, truth and virtue as the proper and primary ends of education (http://www.udallas.edu/about/mission.php). All faculty members are expected to understand and support the mission.

BENEFITS

UD provides competitive pay and benefits, including eligibility to participate in medical, dental, life and disability insurance; employee events; a health and wellness program; a free fitness center; competitive leave programs; free tuition for employees and their families; and matching retirement plan contributions.

The University of Dallas seeks to recruit, develop, and retain faculty, staff and administration of the highest caliber.

The University is an Equal Opportunity Employer, and encourages applications from female and minority candidates and others who will enhance our community and advance our Mission.